For You Card
by Jill Yegerlehner

Jillibean Soup Products
Grandma’s Lima Bean Soup Pattern Paper
(Small Onion)
Wooden Flag (For You)

Supplies Needed
Adhesive
Glue Dots
White String
Cream Card Base (4½” x 5½”)

To Make the Card:
Step One
Cut the Small Onion pattern paper into ribbon strips that are 6” long.

Step Two
To create the woven background, adhere the very top edge of pink, green with flowers, navy and measuring tape strips along the top edge of the card base so the strips are going vertically on the front of the card. Then adhere the very top edge of the thin green, brown dot, white with flowers, yellow, red floral, blue dot and grey strips along the left side of the card base so the strips are going horizontally on the front of the card.

Step Three
Start weaving the strips over and under as shown. Once you have completed the weaving, secure the strips by adhering down the ends along the edges of the card base. Trim off excess paper.

Step Four
Finish the card by white string through the eyelet on the Wooden Flag and tie into a bow. Adhere to the front of the card with glue dots.